February 14th,
2008. Valentine's
Day, and it
appears the most
anticipated hero
event is upon us:

the Wedding
of Manticore
and Sister
Psyche.

Created By: Chase Arcanum & Cinder flame. Thanks to the entire NCNC team for their support

Although news of
their engagement has
been circulating for
months, planning for
the nuptials has been
carefully guarded...

...until this
morning, when
ushers appeared
to transport
guests to the
still-secret
location.

Already a
popular hero
gathering point,
Atlas Park is
now packed with
heroes.

uhh...
Gotta run
guys.
I... I
forgot
my keys

Our WSPDR
affiliate Has
reported a
similar
gathering on
Mercy Isle.
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Field reporter
Faith
Nottingham is
now with us In
Atlas Park.

ty hall replaced by Automatons. Efficiency Up

mond & Platnum up. Discriminating brides cho

Has the media
coverage been
that
aggressive?

Faith, I'm not
surprised
Manticore made
friends during his
time in the Rogue
Isles, but so many?

30% .... Wentworths: Hero proposals drive Dia

That is true,
Robin, but The
Freedom Phalanx
faces security
threats from the
Rikti, Nemesis,
and Arachnos
all the time.

They've even

No villain
Stands a
Chance
against
that

managed
minating brides choose
Enchanted Impervium
admirably
against the
entire celebrity
news Force

Predatory. After
"Manticore's
Bachelor Party"
proved to be a
hoax, they're
more careful
with the facts,
but no less
diligent.

xes at Work: After 3 Years MAGI Vault Door st

The most recent
development is a
fashion coup of
sorts in Icon:

The wedding
party will be
wearing
Lauren
originals.

We have
video from
her latest
show

l Broken .... Hollow Point Arrested during Bric

Forwarding

hiest... Again .... to
101 the
Uses
for Hamidon Goo ....
Bridal
Design Now

Breathtaking

Most analysts
expected Carson,
famous for his
work with other
celebrity heroes, to
be tapped for the
job.
Serge was a close
second.
Lauren...

we really shouldn't have been
surprised. Lauren began as
a simple seamstress,
working her way to head
tailor In Independence
Port's ICON.

Only someone of her skill
could work the durable
hero-friendly fabrics into
such delicate lace designs.

Lace Veil

Dress

Stockings,
And Bodice

Tuxes With Tails.

Very
Distinguished

Attention to
detail has always
been one of
Lauren's
Hallmarks. Here
we see some
traditional Hero
Costumes
sporting new
accessories for
the chest and hips

Excess Plus

Hearts Plus

Angelic Plus

Costumed heroes and
wedding party throwing
rice, confetti, and rose
petals as the groom
proposes...
Foreshadowing of
today's event, Perhaps?

Love is in the air, Robin. I
predict many more scenes
like this in the near future...

There appears to
be some activity
at the front of
the line. This
might be it!

Whaddaya
mean I'm not
on the list?
Of
Course
I'm On
the list!

I'm sorry
miss, but
orders are
orders.

port:Investigative. Rikti:Undercover .... Mass Fir Bolg Exodus: Who's Guarding the Henge ?... .city
but... but do
you know how
much I paid
for this
dress?!?

Of course not,
Mr. NPC-usher.
You're special.

I used up
all my
tokens in
Issue 10!

Your costumes
come straight
from the "can't
make an NPC
under 8' tall"
devs.
Not my
Problem.

Please don't
break the 4th
wall...
and please step
off the ledge
before you get
hurt.
Just be careful,
Faith. Strange
things happen
around heroes

Of course.
Everyone at PNN
remembers
Monica's loss,
not far from
this very spot

Don't
Feel Bad.
but I'm at a
wedding.

You're
probably

go wrong?

to see the
ceremony
anyway.

y Hall replaced by Automatons. Efficiency
Warwolve
too for
short
What couldUp 30% .... council protests new leash law

Yes, guests are now entering
the ceremony site.

I forgot my
invitation.
Need a date
for the
wedding?

Sorry, I
don't
PUG*

*pick-up-group

What do the world's most powerful
heroes say when the prying eyes of the
public aren't upon them?

As we wait our turn, we can
only imagine...

You're going
to do this
three feet from
Manticore
and 100
of his
closest
buddies?

I'm
Gonna
Do it!

When he says
'speak now or
forever..." , I'm
gonna run up
and profess my
love to Sister
Psyche..."

You're Right...
only a total
idiot or an
absolute
egomaniac...

Or both

(or both)
would ruin
this day.

Umm....

No
....

Ever Vigilant
So... Positron's
officiating the
wedding.
Is he a
Minister?

I don't know.
He could be a
Justice of
the Peace

Or maybe a
ship's
captain?

Does A
Supergroup
captain
Qualify?

Oh... I...
Umm... just
want to
know his
title...

Does it
really
matter? Why
do you want
to know?

so I can show
proper
respect next
time I do his
task force.

Liar. Nobody does
Positron's task
force more than
once.
Not
willingly,
anyway.

Oh...
that's
all?

Ok. You
caught me.
I'm a
necromancer.

A villain?
Explains why
you didn't
know about
Posi's task
force....

I wanted to make
sure he didn't
have any
priestly powers
to dispel my
minions

So... um...
how's the
weather in
the Rogue
Isles?

cloudy. Never
rains, but
always
cloudy.

Their worries must be so
different from our own...

I can't
believe they
wore the
same thing...

Really

I
can't believe
she wore the
same thing..

Always remaining Paragons
of Decorum.
Woo! FreebirD!
Moments
like this
are why I
support
the PvP
community.

FREEBIRD!
Paaarrrttayy!

But
there's
not even
a band?

Please Ex,
enable my
powers for
5 seconds.

Sorry,
but This
one's
Mine.

Waiting for the moment it begins...

When I originally recruited
Manticore and Sister Psyche to
re-form the Freedom Phalanx with
Synapse and myself, I had no idea
that I was putting into motion a
relationship that would be tested
by an entire gamut of setbacks.
Everything from giant monsters, to
natural disasters, to alien
invasions, to rampaging lunatics,
the Phalanx has faced it and our
members have come to rely on each
other more and more.

What took a while for
any of us to notice was
the relationship that
grew between Manticore
and Sister Psyche.

It wasn't until Manticore's
"betrayal" where he went
undercover in the Arachnos
organization as a mole did any
of us realize the bond that he
and Psyche shared.
The only person trusted
with the secret of his
betrayal was Sister
Psyche, to the point
where she let herself be
kidnapped and tortured
in order for his plan to
succeed.

If that's not true love,
folks, I don't know what is.

I feel fortunate to be the one
standing before these two today.
Of all the great heroes this city
has to offer, it was a great
honor to be asked to say a few
words here about these two
heroes. I can safely say that
without either of them, Paragon
City would not be standing, you
and I, we wouldn't be alive.
Paragon City, and all of us, owe
these two our lives and
livelihoods. It is the least we can
do to come out here today and
wish them the best on the
beginning of their lives together.
They have informed me that
they have written their own
vows, and so I will now turn
this over to Manticore....
Manti?

From the start, our
relationship has been built
more on pure emotion and
honesty than it has on words.
I could never hide my
feelings from you, which
established a foundation
of trust that blossomed
into something special as
the years rolled by.

We have been through good
times and bad and faced so
many challenges together. It
seemed that there was always a
new crime to stop or a new
threat to save the world from.

I began to think that we would never be able
to take our relationship to another level.
Then the Rikti War came into our lives and
in the aftermath I just wanted to hold you
and try, somehow, to make everything
alright...but it wasn't fully you.

I could sense that
our psychic bond
was still there, but
things just weren't
the same.

We grew apart for a time, but
my feelings for you never
changed, but you have always
known that. When you were
returned to your own form I
rejoiced with you and my
hope sparked anew.

Ironically, it wasn't until Lord
Recluse dampened everyone's
powers that I truly understood
what I felt for you. Have you ever
wondered why you were the first
person I sought out during that
dark time?

Truly, deeply, and with every
fiber of my being I trusted you.
The rest of the world only sees
the actions I take. They view me
as the loose cannon of the
Freedom Phalanx who takes
reckless actions without fully
considering the consequences.

You have always seen me differently
because you can see the thoughts
and sense the feelings behind the
actions. You have always been the
one, the only one, who knows I have
a plan.
Even when it was a plan
like 'I have to kill
Statesman', which must
have sounded crazy at
the time, you saw more
than the rest and you
trusted me.

I'm not known for my
heartfelt words, but that
is the side of me you
bring out. I'm sure
everyone is expecting
some sarcastic remark.
The truth is that my real
desire is simply to spend
my life with you.

I hope that in the years ahead we
can continue to deepen this
empathic bond, because together
we are more powerful than the
sum of our abilities.

My darling Justin,

Having been on this world longer than most, I
have seen more than my fair share of both joy
and sorrow. Yet in all those years I never felt
the kind of joy that you bring to my life. My
abilities give me a window into the darkness
of the human psyche.

I see people's inner-most thoughts and
I find that most minds are governed by
shades of grey. The day I met you I
remember watching you in action,
loosing arrow after arrow with such
clear purpose it was like a beacon of
pure light among the shadows

We have been through
our own dark times.
After the Rikti War I
know you found it
difficult to relate to
a 'me' that wasn't 'me'.
I distanced myself
from you, fearing
that our connection
was lost until I
could return to my
own body.
But now I know that our
bond is not based on any
one simple aspect of
who we are. My world is
of the mind and I
sometimes lose my
connection to the
physical realities
before me.

I stand here beside you
today because no one else
has ever made me feel so
connected to the world, so
able to take action when
necessary

Shalice, you are the person I
have searched for my whole
life. The one to be my partner
and the true love of my heart, I
am filled with joy and
gratitude to have found you.

I will always take your
misfortune as my own. I
dedicate myself to you
heart and soul. I will
always be there to lessen
your sorrow and
celebrate your joy.

here before our friends, the open
sky, the endless sea, and the
ancient earth, I give you this ring
which represents the harmonious
blend of two spirits, forming a
stronger whole. Carved from the
same metal as the ring you give me,
it binds us forever.

Justin, here before our friends, the
open sky, the endless sea, and the
ancient earth, I give you this ring
which represents the harmonious
blend of two spirits, forming a
stronger whole. Carved from the
same metal as the ring you give me,
it binds us forever.

With the power vested in me by the state of Rhode
Island, and Ken's 24 Hour Internet Ministry, I
now pronounce you Man and Wife...
you may now
kiss the bride!

Oh how touching. The Freedom
Phalanx thinks they can seclude
themselves away and have a nice
private ceremony. Well, not if I
have anything to say about it!

Villains! Minions of
Arachnos! Follow me
to victory!
I just KNEW you couldn't
let me have this day to
myself Recluse!

Heroes! Lets take these
punks down so I can get
on with my honeymoon!

There's over a
hundred of
us here. Is he
insane?

..Surrounding
us... I think.

I knew we
should've
chosen the
bride's side.

Where are his
reinforcements?

Lord Recluse's forces
have crashed the
wedding!

No quarter
is asked.

The fighting
is intense

Take it easy
guys, this
tux is a
rental!

None is
given.

Easy!

Easy!

Come On! Dry
Cleaners
don't take
Influence!

Husband and Wife battle
together, coordinated by a
reinforced telepathic bond
Honeymoon.
Honeymoon.
Honeymoon.
Justin! Is that
all you can
think about?

YeP. You?

I'm thinking: If my
wedding dress gets
even a single snag,
I'm mindwiping
someone back to
level 1.
Honeymoon...

There goes
your
deposit.

Payback

hAX!

It appears
that the
heroes have
gained the
upper hand,
but in these
tight
quarters,
telling
friend fro..

FAITH!

FAITH!
luse offers large reward for pres. marchand's power Armo

I said I'd
be careful.

This is
faith
Nottingham
signing off!

Lord Recluse
has been driven
off! If I hurry,
I might be able
to get an
exclusive!
How much fuel
do these
raptor packs
have, anyway?

rwolves protest spay program

ricker union standoff continues for better dental coverag

The wedding (outtakes)
of Manticore and
Sister Psyche

The reception started
out normally enough...

...Starring
...Starring Synapse
Synapse

Synapse hams it up
for the camera.

Who is on the head of
that coin anyway?

How psyche made her
decision:

Positron Shows
His True Feelings

Synapse searches
for his next target

Back Alley Brawler
always cries at
weddings

So many
bachelorettes,
so little time

thank heaven
I'm a
superspeeder

Part of being a hero is
knowing your limits

...or maybe not...

And who was leaking
rumors to the press,
anyway?

Lighthouse's ultimate
PvP survival Guide:

And then the
honeymoon
will be...
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